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ABSTRACT  

Filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) was proposed as an alternative approach to cyclic prefix - orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (CP-OFDM). FBMC is considered a promising non-orthogonal waveform due to its very low 

out of band radiation and high spectral efficiency. Nevertheless, the orthogonality constraint for FBMC/OQAM is 

relaxed being limited only to the real field which causes intrinsic interference. The presence of this interference 

leads to incompatibility between some well-known multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) schemes and 

FBMC/ offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM). From this perspective, we proposed in this paper an 

efficient implementation for FBMC/OQAM based on block spreading to restore the complex orthogonality to 

enable applying MIMO with FBMC/OQAM. The proposed scheme uses a discrete Haar transform (DHT) to enable 

low computational complexity. The performance of proposed approaches has been investigated and compared with 

CP-OFDM under three MIMO schemes, as space-time block coding (STBC) Alamuoti schemes, spatial 

multiplexing with zero-forcing (ZF), and maximum likelihood (ML) detection schemes. The simulation results 

show that the proposed schemes enable to apply of the MIMO schemes with FBMC with almost the same 

performance and complexity as CP-OFDM. 

 

Keywords: Filter bank multicarrier/ offset quadrature amplitude modulation; multiple-input and multiple-output; 

discrete Haar transform; space-time block coding; zero-forcing; maximum likelihood . 

 

1- Introduction 

Next-generation wireless communication systems necessitate the improvement of wireless systems to meet the new 

requirements in next network scenarios such as ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC), enhanced 

mobile broadband (eMBB), and massive machine-type communications (mMTC) (Popovski et al. 2018),(De 

Almeida et al. 2019). Since next-generation wireless networks promise to be the future telecommunications 

technology, there have several requirements. it is required that the next-generation wireless network waveform can 

achieve these requirements (Taheri et al. 2017).  Indeed, the most commonly used modulation system for wireless 

networks is OFDM due to its high performance in frequency selective channels (Bingham 1990). OFDM uses a 

rectangular pulse shape. However, OFDM has serious problems in spectral efficiency (Chen et al. 2018) and 

significant limitations, such as (i) High out-of-band (OoB) radiation, which causes interference between the 

neighboring channels. (ii) A CP overhead reduces the spectral efficiency CP overhead, which causes a reduction 
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in spectral efficiency. (iii) The strict time synchronization to ensure the orthogonality, which requires stringent time 

and frequency synchronization to avoid frequency and timing offsets, that makes it not the most suitable waveform 

for all targeted application scenarios (Wunder 2016). 

The devolvement in wireless systems requires rethinking of waveforms with better characteristics to meet new 

requirements (Çatak and Durak‐Ata 2016; Demir et al. 2018). In this paper, we will focus on our work in FBMC 

which is considered a promising waveform while avoiding the drawbacks of the CP-OFDM (De Almeida et al. 

2019; Chen et al. 2020; Demir et al. 2018; Santacruz et al. 2020). FBMC exploits the prototype filter for each 

subcarrier to separate between subchannels in the frequency domain, in which this prototype filter differs from the 

rectangular pulse that is used in OFDM  (Farhang-Boroujeny 2011), (Cherubini, Eleftheriou, and Olcer 2003). 

FBMC constructs the orthogonality in the real part with imaginary interference which causes the intrinsic imaginary 

interference. This interference has a significant effect on channel estimation and compatibility with some MIMO 

schemes. This turns out to be even more problematic because this leads to requiring new methods to apply MIMO 

schemes and new channel estimation methods. Indeed, applying OFDM to MIMO channels is a simple statement, 

but the direct deployment of FBMC to MIMO channels is a non-trivial issue due to the intrinsic interference and 

omitted CP (Perez-Neira et al. 2016).  

Several studies on different MIMO-FBMC schemes have recently been carried out. The authors in (Zakaria and Le 

Ruyet 2012) investigated the combination of OFDM/OQAM using the IOTA function and MIMO the authors found 

that Alamouti coding may be executed only when it has come with code division multiple access (CDMA), 

considering the two different pulse shapes IOTA and PHYDYAS. However, this method is very sensitive to time 

variations of the channel and requires high computational complexity.  

Blockwise Alamouti systems were provided for the FBMC using the PHYDYAS prototype filter (Le, 

Moghaddamnia, and Peissig 2016; Renfors, Ihalainen, and Stitz 2010). In these arrangements, the transmitted 

symbols were coded in a time or frequency inversion frame structure. Hence, traditional Alamouti decoding could 

be used after FBMC demodulation to decoding the received symbols. These systems are simple to deploy and do 

not damage the FBMC data structure. However, serious degradation occurs in high-frequency selective channels 

because the channel frequency response should be flat on each subcarrier to maintain full diversity in the receiver. 

Recent work in (Singh, Budhiraja, and Vasudevan 2019) investigates symbol-error-rate (SER) of the FBMC-

OQAM based MIMO systems for the MMSE detection. Also, the channel and CFO effects have been considered 

in (Singh et al. 2018). In (Singh and Rani 2018), a new technique is investigated for the detection in MIMO-FBMC-

OQAM systems called neighborhood detection based ZF-successive interference cancellation. 

The authors in (Nissel, Blumenstein, and Rupp 2017; Nissel and Rupp 2016) introduced a very effective solution 

to recover complex orthogonality in FBMC by spreading data symbols in frequency or time. The spreading 

technique itself has not added more complexity since it depends on a Walsh Hadamard transform which is 

considered the multiplication-free scheme.  The FBMC/OQAM system studied in these works (Nissel, 

Blumenstein, et al. 2017; Nissel and Rupp 2016) was evaluated based on the PHYDYAS prototype filter in the 

case of frequency spreading and the Hermite prototype filter in the case of time spreading.  

Therefore, an important issue in the literature is the difficulty to apply some MIMO schemes due to FBMC 

imaginary interference. The proposed solutions in the literature were divided into two directions. First, they tried 

to treat this interference and reduce its effects which usually cause degradation in system performance or destroy 

orthogonality. The second direction is to restore the complex orthogonality which causes to increase complexity. 

So that, In our work, we will try to solve this issue depend on the second solution  (restore complex orthogonality) 

by employing block spreading as in  (Nissel, Blumenstein, et al. 2017; Nissel and Rupp 2016)  based on DHT 

which offers low computational complexity. 

The main contributions of this paper are proposed efficient block spreading techniques with FBMC/OQAM 

systems in both time and frequency to restore complex orthogonality, evaluated the performance of these 

approaches with well-known MIMO schemes as STBC Alamouti schemes and spatial multiplexing schemes, and 

verified the validation of these schemes by comparing their performance with CP-OFDM. 

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 represents the basics of FBMC systems and MIMO-

FBMC. Next, the proposed schemes are explained in section 3. Then, section 4 presents the simulation results and 

discussion. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 5.  
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2- FBMC Systems 

FBMC was introduced in (Siohan, Siclet, and Lacaille 2002), is namely FBMC/OQAM or staggered modulated 

multitoned (SMT), use the OQAM instead of QAM which the real and imaginary components are staggered by 

T0/2. This scheme is promising techniques which can relax the orthogonality condition for real symbol only. Also, 

it has better spectral efficiency than OFDM while it doesn’t need CP insertion (Sabeti, Saeedi-Sourck, and Omidi 

2015). 

2.1. FBMC/OQAM Transmpultiplexer Scheme 

Figure 1 shows the TMUX structure of the FBMC/OQAM system (Viholainen et al. 2009).  In TMUX, the 

prototype filter is the primary element in the scheme since all filters are obtained from this prototype filter. As 

shown in Figure 1, the transmitter includes two main processes which are OQAM pre-processing, synthesis filter 

bank (SFB) since the receiver main processes are analysis filter bank (AFB) and OQAM post-processing. In the 

SFB, the 𝑥𝑚,𝑛 is upsampled by factor M/2. The filtration process is applied to each subcarrier using a shifted version 

of the prototype filter gm[k] to obtain the transmitted signal. The discrete-Time description of a transmitted FBMC 

signal can be described as  
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and the transmitted prototype filter as  

 

 

Figure 1: The TMUX scheme for FBMC/OQAM transceiver (Viholainen et al. 2009).The transmitted symbol 𝒙𝒎,𝒏  is the 

combination of real and imaginary components. 
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where 𝑔𝑚,𝑛[𝑘] is the prototype filter (Bellanger 2001; Viholainen et al. 2009). 

In the AFB, the demodulated symbol  𝑦𝑚,𝑛 can be obtained by the projection of the received signal 𝑟[𝑘] on the 

corresponding receive filter �̂�𝑚[𝑘] as  
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where 
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Then, the received signal will be 
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Since the FBMC/OQAM supports the property of orthogonality in the real domain only. So the prototype filters 

should satisfy the following condition.  
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where δ is the Kronecker delta. Therefore, the equation (5) can be rearranged to  
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where 𝐼𝑚,𝑛  is the FBMC/OQAM intrinsic interference. while the transmitted data symbols satisfy the orthogonality 

condition in real symbols, then the 𝐼𝑚,𝑛   term is a purely imaginary interference, 𝐼𝑚,𝑛  =j𝑢𝑚,𝑛, where the 𝑢𝑚,𝑛 is 

real. Thus, equation (7) will be: 

 , , ,m n m n m ny x ju= +
 (8) 

where 𝑢𝑚,𝑛 is the intrinsic interference, is the imaginary interference and is described as (Taheri et al. 2017). 

Consequently, this intrinsic interference depends on the prototype filter.  
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The TMUX response, 〈𝑝〉�̅�,�̅�
𝑚,𝑛, depend on the prototype filter. After channel equalization, the complex received 

symbol �̂�𝑚,𝑛 cab be obtained from 𝑦𝑚,𝑛 in the OQAM post-processing as in Figure 1. 

2.2. FBMC/OQAM with MIMO systems 

As OFDM and other multicarrier systems, FBMC is typically associated with  MIMO systems via the Vertical Bell 

Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) transmitting  scheme (Kofidis et al. 2013). Despite being possible to 

combine FBMC with other schemes, Since MIMO FBMC is a really interesting possible technique for the next 

generation of wireless communications systems. Indeed, applying OFDM to MIMO channels is a simple statement, 

but the direct deployment of FBMC to MIMO channels is a non-trivial issue due to the intrinsic interference and 

omitted CP (Kofidis et al. 2013). 

In the case of a single antenna, if 𝑥𝑚,𝑛
𝑗

 is the transmitted symbol, then the demodulated signal 𝑦𝑚,𝑛
𝑖 is given by 

(Zakaria and Le Ruyet 2012): 

 
j

, , , , ,( )i ij j i

m n m n m n m n m ny h x ju  + +
  (10) 

where 𝑗 is the index for the transmitted antenna and 𝑖 for the received antenna. ℎ𝑚,𝑛
𝑖𝑗

 presents the channel and 𝜂𝑚,𝑛
𝑖  

is the noise part at the receiving antenna 𝑖, and 𝑢𝑚,𝑛
𝑗

 is the intrinsic interference. 
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Therefore, when using 𝑁𝑡 antennas to transmit 𝑁𝑡 data symbols and using 𝑁𝑟 antennas to receive the transmitted 

signals in the MIMO system, the received signal at the receiving antenna 𝑖 can be expressed as: 

 

( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
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[ ] ,
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l
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=

=  +
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where ℎ[𝑘, ℓ] is the ℓ-th tap channel impulse response between jth transmitting and the ith receiving antenna. After 

passing through the FBMC analysis filter bank,  the FBMC demodulated signal is described by (Zakaria and Le 

Ruyet 2012): 
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By assuming that each subchannel is flat and the channel coherence time is long enough to be greater than a 

transmission frame in an FBMC system, one can establish the following relationship between the received and 

transmitted symbols (Perez-Neira et al. 2016; Zakaria and Le Ruyet 2012): 

 , , , ,( ) ,m n m m n m n m ny H x ju = + +
 (13) 

Then, the received signal matrix can be described as:  
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where 𝐻𝑚,𝑛 represents the (𝑁𝑟 × 𝑁𝑡) channel frequency response (CFR) matrix. Since the equation (13) is classical 

per subcarrier representation of MIMO systems, there is a vast number of detection techniques that can be deployed 

to retrieve 𝑥𝑚,𝑛 (Perez-Neira et al. 2016; Zakaria and Le Ruyet 2012). 

2.3. MATRIX-BASED representation of FBMC/OQAM 

In this section, we represent the FBMC/OQAM system model which is reviewed previously, in Matrix form for 

simplicity (Nissel, Schwarz, and Rupp 2017). The transmitted prototype filter can be defined by 𝑮 ∈ ℂ1×𝑀𝑁 matrix. 

 1,1 ,1 1,2 ,      M M NG g g g g =     (15) 

and transmitted symbols  𝒙 ∈ ℂ𝑀𝑁×1, are described  as: 

 1,1 2,1 M,1 1,2 M,N

T

x x x x x x =     (16) 

We can rewrite transmitted signal s(t) that is given in (2.1) 

 s Gx=   (17) 

As in (3), the received symbols can be reformulated by 

 
H Hy G r G HGx n= = +   (18) 

where 𝒓 ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 represents the received signal and 𝑛~𝒞𝒩(0, 𝑃𝑛𝐺𝐻G)  is the Gaussian distribution noise, with 𝑃𝑛 

the time white Gaussian noise power. Efficient Implementation of MIMO FBMC/OQAM using Spreading 

Techniques 
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3- Proposed MIMO FBMC/OQAM Approaches  

In this section, we propose an efficient implementation of FBMC with MIMO based on block spreading. While the 

FBMC systems spread the symbols over time-frequency position, the block spreading technique has added the code 

dimension as the third dimension. This will make the symbols to be spread over several time slots or frequency 

positions instead of only one position which leads to more sensitivity to a high selective channel. We propose a 

two-block spreading scheme which one for spreading over time and the others for spreading over frequency. Also, 

the proposed scheme is extended to MIMO and employs the DHT to offer low computational complexity which 

have not a multiplication process only addition.  

Our model is based on the idea of literature (Nissel, Blumenstein, et al. 2017; Nissel and Rupp 2016). However, 

we will use Haar matrices in the spreading process for enabling low complexity. As in (Nissel, Blumenstein, et al. 

2017), the Balian-Low theorem has been satisfied by applying the orthogonality for real symbols only 𝑥𝑚,𝑛 ∈ ℝ, 

instead of the complex orthogonality, which leads to relax the orthogonality situation (Strohmer and Feichtinger 

2012).  If both time and frequency spacing reduced by 2, 𝑇0𝐹 = 1/2 but for real-valued symbols, then complex 

symbols 𝑇0𝐹 = 1. This frequency-time squeezing causes interference. 

 

Figure 2: Conventional FBMC/OQAM transmission where only real symbols can be positioned Coded FBMC/OQAM 

transmission where complex symbols are spread over multiple frequency subcarriers. Different frequency blocks are 

separated by a guard subcarrier (Nissel, Blumenstein, et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 3: the block diagram of the proposed FBMC scheme compared with the conventional FBMC scheme. 

Figure 2 illustrates the conventional and block spreading in frequency for FBMC transmission idea. Real-symbols 

can be transferred over a time-frequency rectangular position. The primary issue with FBMC is imaginary 

interference. This issue can be avoided by spreading data symbols over multiple time gird or several subcarriers, 

which enables the transmission of complex symbols with blocking of the imaginary interference.  

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the spreading FBMC scheme compared with the conventional FBMC scheme. 

The spreading technique is required the additional step in both transmitter and receiver for spreading and 

dispreading, respectively.  
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For block spreading, the spreading/coding matrix 𝐶 ∈ ℂ𝑀𝑁×
𝑀𝑁

2 , is used to precode the complex symbols �̃� ∈

ℂ
𝑀𝑁

2
×1

, so the transmitted data symbols 𝑥 ∈ ℂ𝑀𝑁×1 are obtained by 

 x C x=   (19) 

and the received data symbols �̃� are produced by decoding the received symbols  

 
Hy C y=

  (20) 

For the AWGN channel, the received prototype filter matrix in (18) (without spreading), assuming = 𝑰𝑵 , can be 

written as 

 H= = +y G Gr Dx n   (21) 

where 𝑫 = 𝑮𝑯𝑮 is the transmission matrix and 𝑛~𝒞𝒩(0, 𝑃𝑛𝐷) is random noise. Note that (21) shows a block of 

M subcarriers and N symbols transmission. To attain a required bandwidth and transmission time, some of these 

blocks should be concatenated in frequency and time. 

With spreading, an equation (21) can be written as  

 H H Hy C G Gx C DCx= =  (22) 

To maintain the complex orthogonality, the spreading matrix C must satisfy the following situation. 

 
HC DC I=   (23) 

Off-diagonal elements will represent imaginary interference, the identity matrix will be ℜ{𝐷} = 𝐼𝑀𝑁  only by taking 

the real part. By taking an eigenvalue decomposition of the transmission matrix 𝑫 = 𝑮𝑯𝑮 = 𝑼𝝀𝑼𝑯 with the 

unitary matrix U, A spreading matrix 𝐶 ∈ ℝ𝑀𝑁×
𝑀𝑁

2 , that satisfies the condition in (23), can be as 

 

1/2

1

1/2

/2

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

MNC U





−

−

 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
 
  

 (24) 

Where 𝜆𝑖 represents the i-the eigenvalue of 𝑫. For 𝑀 → ∞ and 𝑁 → ∞, D has just 𝑀𝑁/2 eigenvalues with a value 

equal to 2. Therefore, only 𝑀𝑁/2 complex data symbols are transmitted, which is equal to transmit 𝑀𝑁 real data 

symbols. 

This condition (23) can be satisfied by applying an eigenvalue decomposition, but this approach will be a high 

number of computational and complexity. To enable low complexity, we use 𝑀 × 𝑀 Haar matrix and data symbols 

spreading over 𝑀/2 column vectors of a matrix. The optimal coding matrix can be achieved under the condition 

of  𝑀 → ∞ and 𝑁 → ∞,  and (24) with applying the water-filing algorithm as described in (Telatar 2008). Once, it 

is impossible to achieve this condition where the coding matrix limited to size 𝑀𝑁 ×
𝑀𝑁

2
, the coding matrix can be 

suboptimal for large numbers of M and N. In addition, the big advantage of DHT spreading is no multiplications 

required but only additions, so that the complexity is increased slightly, a drawback is the length of the coding must 

be a power of two. This makes it hard to integrate within systems, but when a system is built from scratch, it has 

almost no effect (Zakaria and Le Ruyet 2012). 

Then, the coding matrix in (24) and prototype filter are applied to the symbols so that the transmitted signal can be 

expressed as  

 ,s GCx Gx= =  (25) 

where 
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  1 2 /2        MNG GC g g g= =  (26) 

3.1. Block Spreading in Time 

The coding matrix for spreading in time can be provided by 𝑪𝟏 ∈ ℝ𝑁×
𝑁

2  and 𝑪𝟐 ∈ ℝ𝑁×
𝑁

2  where one has to switch 

between 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 for neighboring subcarrier. The spreading matrix can be found by taking the DHT  matrix as in 

(Wang 2012). The DHT matrix 𝓗 ∈ ℝ𝑵×𝑵 for 𝑁 = 4 as example: 

 
2

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 11

2 2 0 02

0 0 2 2

T

 
 

− −
 

=
 −
 
 − 

 (27) 

Then, the two coding matrices 𝑪𝟏,𝑪𝟐 can be calculated as follow: 

 
       1 2, ,2 1 , ,2

  and    

for   1 ; 1 .
2

n r n r n r n r

N
n N r

−
= =

=  = 

C C
 (28) 

The coding matrix 𝑪 ∈ ℝ𝑀𝑁×
𝑀𝑁

2 ,  can be calculated as in  (Nissel and Rupp 2016) 

  
1 /2 2 /2

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
M MC C I C I

   
=   +     

      (29) 

Next, the overall spreading matrix,  as N=4 example, will be  

 

1 0 2 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 2 0

0 1 0 01

1 0 0 02

0 1 0 2

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 2

 
 
 
 

−
 
 

=  
 
 −
 
 
 

− −  

C

 (30) 

The orthogonality condition (23) can be satisfied by (30). Assuming the length of block N time slots and the number 

of blocks is three 𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒙𝟑, and corresponding prototype filter with spreading �̃�𝟏, �̃�𝟐, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �̃�𝟑. Then, the 

transmitted signal can be written as  

 
1

1 2 3 2

3

[ ]

x

s G G G x

x

 
 

=
 
  

 (31) 

Where each transmitted block 𝑥𝑖 ∈ ℂ𝑀𝑁×1. Then, By neglecting noise, the received data symbols of block 2 can be 

calculated by 

 
2 2

2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3

2 2 1 1 2 3 3

interference

H H

H H H H H H

H H H H

y C G s

C G G x C G G x C G G x

x C G G x C G G x

=

= + +

= + +

 (32) 

3.2. Block Spreading in Frequency 
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The flat frequency channel for a length of spreading and flat time within one symbol is assumed to enable a low 

complexity equalizer. We apply a guard subcarrier to separate between frequency blocks as in (Nissel, Blumenstein, 

et al. 2017). We can rewrite the coding matrix C to satisfy the condition as (23) (as a spread over frequency only) 

(Nissel, Blumenstein, et al. 2017): 

 0NC I C= 
  (33) 

The frequency spreading matrix for a one-time slot is described by 𝐶0 ∈ ℝ𝑁×
𝑁

2 . As in the time spreading, The 

spreading matrix can be found by taking the DHT  matrix as in (Wang 2012). The DHT matrix 𝓗 ∈ ℝ𝑵×𝑵, we can 

get the coding matrix 𝐶0: 

 
   0 , ,2

      1 ; 1 .
2n r n r

N
C for n N r= = =

  (34) 

Then, the coding matrix can be calculated in the same manner as in time spreading in the previous subsection.  

4- Simulation Results and Discussion 

We exploit the block spreading in time or frequency to restore the complex orthogonality of the FBMC/OQAM 

system, as the Alamouti coding scheme requires the complex orthogonality property. Our MIMO FBMC/OQAM 

scheme applies not only to the Alamouti scheme but also to well-known MIMO methods that can be combined 

with our model such as the spatial multiplexing scheme. In this section, we verify the validity of our proposed 

schemes in terms of PSD, SIR, and, the BER under various channel models. Furthermore, we compare our results 

with other prototype pulse shaping filters and with CP-OFDM as a benchmark to prove the validity of our models 

in MIMO. 

4.1. Power Spectral Density (PSD)  

The good localization of the spectrum of the transmitted signal is the primary benefit of the FBMC technique. The 

PSD is defined as the content of power in the signal versus the frequency range. The FBMC signal has a coefficient 

of the prototype filters as one of its components. Therefore, OoB emissions can be reduced by selecting the 

appropriate prototype filter. The PSD can be calculated as in (Abdel-Atty, Raslan, and Khalil 2020). 

Simulations are performed to check the PSDs and make comparisons of the PSD efficiency of the proposed 

prototype filters which were proposed in (Abdel-Atty et al. 2020) after spreading. In this simulation, we set the 

parameters as follows: i) subcarrier spacing F (15 kHz, same as LTE); ii) number of subcarriers M=24; iii) number 

of FBMC symbols N=105; iv) modulation order of 16 QAM; v) block frequency spreading with spreading length 

= 32; and vi) OFDM as in (Nissel, Schwarz, et al. 2017). We only consider the transmitted date on the first 

subcarrier (before spreading) because the PSD is calculated from the summation of all subcarrier that represents 

the frequency-shifted version of the first one. The simulated PSDs are acquired by inserting arbitrary symbols to 

FBMC/OQAM and then evaluating the transmitted signal PSDs for each prototype filter. 

Figure 4 illustrates the PSDs of the OFDM and coded FBMC/OQAM systems. FBMC/OQAM achieve good 

spectral characteristics relative to CP-OFDM, in which the rectangular pulse that is used in OFDM, causing high 

OoB radiations, and we observe that the power of FBMC/OQAM in the OoB region is lower than that of CP-

OFDM. By comparing Coded FBMC/OQAM (Figure 4) with conventional FBMC/OQAM in (Abdel-Atty et al. 

2020), we can notice that PSD in Figure 4 is the same as the PSD in (Abdel-Atty et al. 2020) with a few ripples.  
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Figure 4: PSD of Coded FBMC vs. Normalized frequency f/F (applying the block frequency spreading), the unique 

spectral properties of FBMC are still maintained. 

To conclude, A DHT transform can decrease computational complexity (Wang 2012). Hence, log2(𝑁) − 1 extra 

additions or subtractions are needed at the transmitter for each complex symbol, and log2(𝑁) extra additions or 

subtractions are also needed at the receiver. The DHT approach's only minor drawback is that the length of 

spreading should be a power of two. Furthermore, apart from a few tiny ripples are added due to spreading, DHT 

spreading has almost no impact on the PSD (see Figure 4), so FBMC's superior spectral properties are maintained. 

4.2. Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) 

First, the impact of a Rayleigh fading channel is investigated, we neglect the noise in the frequency spreading 

scheme, where the first term (32) represents the signal power while the second and third term the undesired 

interference. The SIR of block 2 can thus be expressed: 

 2 2 2

2 1 2 3

/ 2

H H H H

F F

MN
SIR

C G G C C G G C
=

+
 (35) 

Simulation results for the SIR over spreading length M lengths for each considered prototype filter can be found in 

Figure 5. While the parameters of the simulation are summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1: SIR Simulation Parameters  

PARAMETERS VALUE 

Modulation Order 16  

Number of Symbols (N) 32  

Spreading Length (M) 2 to 128 

Subcarrier Spacing (F) 15 kHz 

Carrier Frequency (fc) 2.5 GHz 

Number of guard subcarriers 1 (spreading in frequency) 

Channel models (Anon 2017) 
Short delay spread of 10 ns. 

Pedestrian A (delay spread of 46 ns). 

Vehicular A (delay spread of 370 ns). 
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Figure 5: SIR performance for FBMC proposed prototype filters using different spreading lengths under 

three different channel delay spread (10 ns, 46 ns Pedestrian A channel, and 370 ns Vehicular A). 

Figure 5 shows how the SIR depends on the spreading length. We can observe that the interference increases with 

increasing the length of spreading. However, the spectral efficiency increases with increasing spreading length. For 

the 10ns delay case, spreading can be easy with a high spreading length of 128. For the Pedestrian A case, to 

achieve the target SIR, the spreading length should be no more than 64. For Vehicular A, the frequency spreading 

technique suffers from high interference that leads to low SIR. Also, only for a high delay spread (Vehicular A), 

the higher the spreading length, the higher the spectral efficiency. However, a high spreading length also leads to 

high interference caused by the channel. Due to the high overhead needed for enough SIR, our approach is 

inadequate. Instead, could be employed the multi-tap equalization at the cost of complexity.  

4.3. Bit Error Rate (BER) 

Here, we check the validity of the described block frequency spreading approach with the benefit of restoring 

complex orthogonality, which is expected to enable usage of all MIMO schemes used in OFDM, for different 

MIMO schemes by simulation. The simulation parameters are the same as those in Table 2. The simulation is run 

with 1024 Monte Carlo repetitions.  

4.3.1. Block Spreading in Frequency 

A 2×1 Alamouti STBC scheme, which achieves full diversity at rate one , is considered in Figure 6, Figure 7, and 

Figure 8 show the performance of the FBMC 2×2 spatial multiplexing MIMO for ZF detection and ML detection, 

respectively. In 2×2 spatial multiplexing, independent bitstreams at both antennas are simultaneously transmitted. 

The transmitted symbols are detected at the receiver either by ZF equalization, which enhances the noise or by ML 

detection , which may increase the complexity. 

We assume the Gaussian noise distribution and perfect knowledge of the channel. Note that ML detection in 

conventional FBMC is not viable because, owing to imaginary interference, too many variables have to be 

calculated. These figures also give a comparison of OFDM and FBMC using the proposed prototype filters based 

on block frequency spreading. 

Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 show that the frequency spreading FBMC achieves approximately the same 

performance as CP-OFDM for only the Pedestrian A channel, but, the added benefit of higher spectral 

characteristics. Under Vehicular A,   we observe degradation in error performance. This is because of the channel-

induced interference which leads to a SIR of approximately 9 dB, see Figure 5. To gain robustness, we might need 

to reduce the spreading length. Also, we can observe high deviations between CP-OFDM and FBMC. Due to the 

lack of a CP, FBMC tends to be more susceptible to long delay spread channels. CP-OFDM outperforms FBMC 

in the Vehicular channel. Finally, the results show that all prototype filters verify the validity of the block frequency 

spreading approach in FBMC with different MIMO schemes. 
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Table 2: BER Simulation Parameters. 

PARAMETERS 
VALUE 

TIME-SPREADING FREQUENCY SPREADING 

Modulation Order 16  

Number of Symbols (N) 32  

Number of Subcarriers (M) 512 

Subcarrier Spacing (F) 15 kHz 

Carrier Frequency (fc) 2.5 GHz 

Number of guard subcarriers - 1 

Number of guard symbols  3 - 

Spreading length 16-time slots 32 subcarrier 

Number of blocks 2 16 

Total number (symbols or 

subcarriers) 
35 symbols 528 subcarrier 

Channel models (Anon 2017) 
Pedestrian A (RMS delay spread of 46 ns). 

Vehicular A (RMS delay spread of 370 ns). 

MIMO 

2×1 Alamouti STBC scheme 

2×2 spatial multiplexing with ZF detection  

2×2 spatial multiplexing with ML detection 

 

Figure 6: BER performance comparison between CP-OFDM and block frequency spreading FBMC using 

different prototype filters in 2 × 1 Alamouti’s STBC scheme over the Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channel. 
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Figure 7: BER performance comparison between CP-OFDM and block frequency spreading FBMC using proposed 

prototype filters in 2 × 2 MIMO scheme using ZF detection over the Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channel. 

 

Figure 8: BER performance comparison between CP-OFDM and block frequency spreading FBMC using proposed 

prototype filters in 2 × 2 MIMO scheme using ML detection over the Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channel. 

4.3.2.  Block Spreading in Time 

As previously explained, The main reason for spreading symbols over several time slots is to enable MIMO 

transmissions in FBMC with approximately the same MIMO complexity as in OFDM. Here, we spread in time 

instead of frequency. Also, we apply the same MIMO schemes described in frequency spreading and verify the 

validity of the block time spreading approach. The simulation parameters are chosen as shown in Table 2. 

Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11 show that FBMC achieves approximately the same performance as CP-OFDM. 

However, we can observe that the higher delay spread channel (Vehicular A) cause degradation in error 

performance, for both CP-OFDM and FBMC, than the lower delay spread channel (Pedestrian A). Additionally, 
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all prototype filters verify the validity of the block time spreading approach in FBMC with different MIMO 

schemes. 

 

Figure 9: BER performance comparison between CP-OFDM and block time spreading FBMC using proposed prototype 

filters in 2 × 1 Alamouti’s STBC scheme over the Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channel model. 

Compared to the frequency spreading approach to the time-spreading approach, the two approaches provide 

approximately the same performance in time-variant channels. However, it can be seen that the CP-OFDM is more 

robust to long delay spread channels in the frequency spreading approach due to the presence of the CP 

 

 

Figure 10: BER performance comparison between CP-OFDM and block time spreading FBMC using proposed 

prototype filters in 2 × 2 MIMO scheme using ZF detection over the Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channel model. 
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Figure 11: BER performance comparison between CP-OFDM and block time spreading FBMC using proposed 

prototype filters in 2 × 2 MIMO scheme using ML detection over the Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channel model. 

5- Conclusions  

We enhanced the structure of the MIMO FBMC/OQAM systems by spreading data symbols over time or frequency 

to restore complex orthogonality. We proposed this efficient approach in this paper. Based on this model we stated 

that the block spreading FBMC/OQAM allows us to straightforwardly employ all methods known in MIMO-

OFDM such as spatial multiplexing and STBC Alamuoti schemes to apply in MIMO-FBMC. The coding matrix 

which satisfies the complex orthogonality on FBMC systems has been derived. Although the analytical spreading 

matrix required high computational complexity, a more practical solution is based on DHT because it requires 

almost no additional complexity. Furthermore, the usage of guard symbols is employed, this feature helped us to 

improve SIR because it reduces the interferences between blocks. The proposed system was examined and 

compared with OFDM in moderate and highly frequency selective channel scenarios, According to the results, the 

block spreading has almost no impact on the PSD. Additionally, the proposed spreading schemes in time or 

frequency with three MIMO techniques, 2×1 Alamouti STBC, 2×2 SM with ZF detection, and 2×2 SM with ML 

detection, compared with CP-OFDM can obtain almost the same performance in terms of the BER as CP-OFDM. 

However, FBMC still outperforms OFDM because of the much better spectral properties. These enhancements 

came at the cost of degradation in SIR only in case of high delay spread or Doppler spread channel. This can be 

explained by the channel induced interference. Such interference, however, does not influence low to medium delay 

spread or Doppler spread. Furthermore, we have shown that all proposed prototype filters verify the validity of the 

block time and frequency spreading approach with different MIMO schemes. In essence, the restoring of complex 

orthogonality by spreading in time or frequency and applying the DHT matrix enable to apply of the MIMO 

schemes for FBMC with almost the same performance and complexity as CP-OFDM.  
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